Objective

Neutral assessment of fit by an independent institution will help you to ensure a functional and fabric-appropriate fit.

Description

- Fit testing is suitable for all kinds of manufactured clothing
- The fitting service can be carried out both in new condition and after washing, in accordance with the care instructions
- We can test individual items as well as complete size sets; ideally these are pre-production samples
- The assessment is made by experienced clothing engineers using fitting models whose body measurements correspond to those in the "Size Germany" survey
  - In accordance with Hohenstein quality standards, we test:
    - all length and width measurements
    - freedom of movement in accordance with purpose and function
    - workmanship in so far as it could impair the fit or appearance
    - test of conformity with DIN EN 14 682 for children’s clothing
The scope of service

- Test report incl. fitting assessment
- If required, a clarifying meeting with try-on session

Customer benefit

- Neutral assessment of product quality by an independent institution, in new condition and/or after washing
- Identification and discovery of quality defects at the sample stage
- Effective prevention of complaints at the POS
- Option of supplementing the service with optimisation of the production measurement chart and advice on pattern-making

What we need from you

- One sample per article; we recommend a complete set of sizes
- Product information about the intended silhouettes and target groups

Time required

- Maximum 10 working days; express service: 5 working days